Spectral analysis of sympathetic discharge, R-R interval and systolic arterial pressure in decerebrate cats.
In 19 decerebrate and artificially ventilated cats, we analyzed, with a power spectral methodology, the variability simultaneously present in R-R interval and in thoracic preganglionic sympathetic outflow. R-R interval was characterized, as already described in humans and other experimental preparations, by two rhythmic components occurring at a frequency of about 0.1 Hz (low-frequency, LF) and at one corresponding to respiratory rate (high-frequency, HF) which, in these experiments, was set at 0.32 Hz. Two similar rhythmic components were also present in the sympathetic discharge. Arterial pressure changes were produced by aorta or vena cava flow obstruction in order to produce reflex responses in sympathetic activity. Reflex sympathetic excitations induced an increase in the LF component of both R-R interval and sympathetic discharge variabilities, while the HF components were simultaneously reduced. In contrast, reflex sympathetic inhibitions were accompanied by a decrease in LF components of both variability signals, while the HF components were simultaneously increased. A significant and positive correlation was found between changes in impulse activity and the amplitude of LF component of either R-R interval or sympathetic discharge variabilities. These data support the hypothesis that the low-frequency component of R-R variability can be used as a marker of sympathetic modulation.